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State May Resume
Mather ’Bonus Plan

The Weather

As the Young Men About
Campus began sacrificing their
hair to the local tonsorial butchers, the forecaster refused to go
San Jose State college’s off-campus teacher training program along with the current fashion
trend and predicted today to be
got a nod of approval yesterday from state legislators at Sacramento.
fair with little change in temperaMembers of the Assembly Ways and Means committee voted to ture,
add $114.305 to Governor Earl
Warren’s $971,000,000 annual budget, allowing state colleges to pay
bonuses to public school teachers
supervising student teacher trainees.
Dr. William G. Sweeney, EdSAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
ucation department head here,
told the Spartan Daily he
Vol. XXXVIII San Jose, Calif., Wednesday, March 15, 1950 No. 101
thought San Jose State colleges

artan Dal

cut would amount to nearly
oat a
V1,000 of the
passed Intact
’7Thrti
--by the legislature._
-The "teach’ "bonus payment
plan, dropped last year when the
state cut appropriations for the
prbject, was continued -on an unpaid basis by eight
California
state colleges. San Jose State college, sending close to 200 student
teachers into the field each quarter, pays bonuses to nearly 400
area public school teachers yearly.
ncome to each teacher from
the training program is small,"
Dr. Sweeney explained yesterday, <
"but the payments by the college
do constitutg recognition of the
services the supervising teacher
performs."

LiPmgraPhi
On Sale Today;
’Artistic, Readable’
By, JIM HAYES
Readers of the March 1950 Lyke
--2400 copies went on sale at 7
a.m. today -are in for a series of
pleasant surprises. This issue, first
printed by the.offset lithographic
_awes& is smoother. brighter AIM
thasper thitta,,lts prikleCessoth. Its
editors frankly state that this is
an "’experimental issue, rather
than an achievement"; but it is a
long step in the right direction:
Artistically,- speaking, Lyke is
outstanding. Photographers Steve
Everett and Bob Ilifdenbrandt
turned in a flood pf campus and
off-campus shots that would -do
justice to any cohere magazine.
Art Editor-Cartoonist Stan Bennett’s layout and between-theparagraph doodles add much to
the issue’s readability and. beauty.
A glance at the text reveals
some iinpet.fections however. Better now than in earlier issues, the
writing still shows the strain of
effort. Contributors Dan Hruby,
Arne Saari, Joseph Sheehan and
Dr. Donald Alden show flashes of
brilliancebut their efforts are
clouded by the labored musing of
the. editors’ 118 pages of these)
and barbs lifted from other humor
magazines (19 of these at last
eount).
Best features: "Lyke applauds",
and the winter quarter photo
spread. Of doubtful va t-rie-are the
pseudo-satirical- "fr I et-drt a 1 Review", "Lyke’s Lore" - comment
on things editorial and "Lyke recommends" --section . on gracious
living as endorsed by the-magazine’s staff. As a device for getting
free chow 4nd ads from Peninsula
eateries it may be justified; .but
few Staters could afford toothpicks from most of the places
mentioned.
Lovers of beauty and the beasts
will appreciate the full page photos of five campus lovelies (included in downtown department
store ads) and three abstract
poems by Associate Editor John
Cartwright.
AU-in-all this latest Lyke is a
,monument to the labors of Manager Bob McFadden. Editor Lew
Bell and their staff of 31.. While
It won’t drive,tbe publishers of the
New Yorker to mass suicide, or
threaten the prestige of the Luce
clan--it will give San Jose State
oollege students and faculty members a full two-bits worth of entertainment. And, if nothing else,
the March 1.yke proves that a student managed magazine can be
readable, fairly humorous and definitely artistic.

Richards
Lead Spring Daily Staff
Student Council Appoints Editor, Business Manager;
New Personnel to Publish Registration Issue
The Student Council yesterday appointed Bob Skilliocirn and
Millard Richards as editor and business manager_for_next quarter’s
Spartan Daily,
SkiltiCom was recgmmeridest by the present Daily ecPtcrial staff,
and Mr. Dwight Bente), head of
the Journalism department. Richards was recommended by the advertising staff of the Daily and
Mr. Bentel.

Student Court
Okays Charge
For Next Bouts

St. Patrick’s Messengers Arrive

The editor-elect is the first nonvet to take over top spot since
the war. Skillicorn was editor of
his high school paper at Lincoln
high in San Francisco:-Tre-thin --115Y-01580E memINALDHolding its last official meeting
worked as a copy boy for the Asof Winter. quarter. the Student sociated Press, and later spent
Council yesterday voted to charge
six months on the San Carlos Enstudents a 25 cent admission fee
quirer.
to the boxing matches Scheduled
Next quarter’s Daily editor at- for Friday night. The action was
tended University of Oregon dur- taken in order to raise -funds to
ing his sophomore year, before help send the boxing team back
returning to San Jose State col- east to the NCAA tournament.
ASB President Don Schaeffer
lege.
informed the council that Bob
Twenty-one years old, single, Kelly, president of the National
and interested in collecting news- Students Association, will be on
papers from all over the world. campus this Thursday. Kelly will
Skillicorn has been addicted toi answer questions regarding the
journalism since he was nine years NSA at 10:30 in the Student Y
old.
Lounge. Although San Jose State
college is not a member of his
Mary
Skillicorn will succeed
organization, Kelly is being soon:
Frydenlund and Jim Hayes, who sored by the Associated Student
,were appointed by the Student Body. ..
c -edit rs durThe- counell-appeopriated-$63
ing winter quarter.
from the Council Fund to the Blue
Millard Richards, a former tail Key service organization in drder
Two leprechauns bring the straight dope from St. Pat to leaders gunner in the Navy Air Corps, that the group could put on its’
In the Social Affairs committee, which is sponsoring the "LepreMatee. J.C. annual Easter Sunrise Service.
chaun Leap", March 17. Left to right: Betty Rich, Joyce Dalton, Is a transfer from San
Simons
as Held in the Inner Quad, the minDuke Deras and Atice Hays. The all-student body dance will be held He will succeed Bill
1sectarian ceremony will have as
in the Civic auditorium from 9 to 1 o’clock, with music provided business manager of the Daily. its main speaker Dr. Robert
by Brent Wilson. "your musical.host for thc.coatit," and his orchRichards,’ 23 years old, was born Fitch.
estra. Leprechauns and other Irish decorations will be in eidence
Two delegates from San Jose
Santa Cruz, and ’now lives in
t
in
at the dressy sport affair.
Hildenbrandt
photo by
I Burlingame. He has been inter. State college and Dean Paul M.
(sited in advertising dine he got Pitmen will go to the Sal. Diego
Student -Faculty "Leaders of Toout of the Navy.
morrow" Conference, held on
He is a member of Kappa Sigma 1March 30-31. Students who wish
Kappa fraternity and Alpha Delta t() go may petition by leaving a
SigmanMional_advertising
latter in the ASB office above-the
11- Mr. William H. Neal, acting’
ternity. His hobbies are photog- Coop.. The council and Dean Pitregistrar at SJSC from 1948 to
raphy an/I popular music.
man will decide Friday on the two
1949, -recently’ WEN appointed Direpresentatives.
rector of Admissions at Pace coll
The Red Cross drive, aimed at
lege in New York City.
students, ended with $185 colThe House Labor committee
lected. A Red Cross Blood Bank.
Mr. Neal Was named acting
will be held early next quarter.
yesterday
killed
a
8300.000,000
-areplacing
1948;
registrar in July
Facilities for the One-day drive
f
year
Senate-aPproved
federal
aid
Mr. lie H. West, who liceame
will be set up in the Student
Problems of Social Security will ,
Dean of Student Personnel.’ In to. education bill.. The vote was
l’nion.
*
be the topic of an address by Mrs.
May 1949 Mr. Neal left to continue 13 io 12_
Councilnian Lud Spolyar is the
uniet
Creech
Jones
this
morning
Columbia
his education at
new Student Council representa;
After killing the bill, the com- ’Violat 1030 o’clock in the Little Theversity. He obtained his M.A.’detive to the McFadden Health Cot:gree from Teachers college there mittee considered a.. possible sub- ater, accordingtb Dr. William H.
’ tage Board. Spolyar will also
and currently is studying for. his stitute bill which would provide Poytress, head ’of the Social Sciserve on the Health Study corndoctor s.
pa.
federal aid in school construction. ence
mittee.
dents are invited to attend.
There is $11,374 in the General
Miss Viola Palmer then was ap- ASK FARE RAISE
Fund and $690.63 in the Council
pointed acting registrar and later
Britain’s
wife
of
Jones..
Mrs.
Southern Pacific railroad’s re’ a 1*
i Fund.
registrar.
quept for an average 24 per cent Secretary of State fqr the Col I
School
London
the
attended
onies.
Pace college is a four year, ac- increase in San Francisco penin- of Economics from which she ob-.
credited business college with an sula commuter rates has been. tamed a Sociology Honor’s degree. I
approximate enrollment of 5700. submitted to the State Public Util- Elected as councillor to the BorPrimarily a commuter’s college, it ities commission.
ough council of Lambeth, London
was founded arotmd 1910 by the OFT’S PAI-0 ALTa-JOB-Graduate marusgre’is office
ipant in local govcrinnent for haa_released the naMAL_Of 17 stuPresident Henry-M.Gunn
dents who have not picked up
Oregon College of Education yes- 11 years.
their 50 cent refund on the SJSterday submittiad his resignation
A well-known authority on soci- USF basketball game. The deadto the Oregon State Board of Eduological problems; Mrs. Jones has. line is’ this afternoon at 5 o’clock.
cation, effective June-30, to accept
served as chairman of such counThe following students have 50
a position as superintendent of
cil committees as Public Health, cents waiting for them in the
schools at Palo Alto.
Housing, Maternity and Child Wel- Graduate Manager’s office;
fare, and Libraries. As a member
RUSSIANS VOTE
Ted Bloomquist, Harry Britton,
hospital boards, employment es- Floyd Chandler, James Crawford,
Radio Moscow said yesterilay of
organiza- Shirley Dodd, Orse- Graves, Anthat 99.96 per cent of Russia’s changes, and refitgee
dis- drew Hardin, Mary Lou Harwood.
111,008,625 registered voters cast tions, she has also become
field.
Homer Lohr, Sandra Macy, Carl
ballots in the Soviet general elec- tinctive in the
Miescke, Stan Peterson, Rob Pettions which were held Sunday.
tingill, Vince Sempronio, Don SidThe voters were given asingle
dall, Marion Sullivan, and Bob
list of candidates put up by the
Walthall.
communist party. The only alterElection of officers will be
native for the Soviet voter,was to
held at tonight’s Rally commitscratch out the list. There were
tee meeting, Ed Mosher, comWM. H. NEAL
no other candidates.
Dr. Marques Reitzel, head of the
mittee chairman announced yea._
terday. The meeting to be held Art department, will speak today
firm of Pace and Pace and his WILL FIGHT VlcjiDici
at a meeting of the Bay Area
branches in Boston and WashingValentin *Gubitchev, Russian In Room 24 will begin at 7:30.
"All majorette and song lead- school of commercial and fashion
ton.
United Nations employee, will reBefore- coming to San Jose, Mr. main in the United States and er aspirants should plan to at- art at San Francisco State col lege.
Neal was assistant to the Dean of fight to reverse his conviction and tend tonight," Mosher said.
The subject of the talk will be
Admissions at the University of 15-year sentence on spy conspirthe organization and objectives of
Pennsylvania. He was graduated acy charges, his attorney said yesart courses in private and public
from State Teachers college in terday.
bration had been planned, accord- schools.
Mansfield. Pennsylvania and also
ing to Princeton officials. Dr. EinDr. Reitzel is speaking at the
attended Clark university in Wor- EINSTEIN IS ’11
request
of the State department of
institute
the
of
member
a
is
stein
his
observed
Dr.
Albert
Einstein
cester, Massachusetts and the Uni71st birthday yesterday. No cele- for advanced study at Princeton. Adjustment Education.
versity of Pennsylvania.
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There’s a’Little Bit of Everything in Today’s Mail
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Seek -- and You Still Won’t Find
A Parking Place Around Here!
By ARNE SAARI
There are two methods of finding a parking place, the right way
and the wrong_way. Neither of them is scientific in methI so ’the
distinction between the two metkai is onsi aniersifiliat choicc--They
are so, similar that if is practically impossible to distinguish between
t him.
"True Spartans" (spiritual de- method is that if you %%Lilt long
scendants of citizens of ancient enough, eventually somebody
will leave.
Sparta, who were brought up to
At this point it is well to conhave
endure the rigourous life)
solutjan. They register tor 730 sider the main disadvantage to
;classes just so they will be as- this method. Often some "
Mired of parking ,space within driver will cut in .ahead of you.
Without- -any thought of .courtesy
hiking distance of the campus.
he will appropriate the spot you
Whether this method can be ’hive so justly earned by your
_ classed_ as the _riy.ht or_ wrong wa
depends- upon the individual point
Another popular ( ?) method.
of view. Censorship prevents the used extensively. is .to . drive
expression of the majority view around and around until you
of this solution. Objectively, this find a vacant space. In your hunt;
method has its advantages and, it is helpful to employ= a spotter
you can say this again, it has its
or, if --one is not available, then
disadvantages.
train your eyes to look in two
Sleep Lost
directions at the same time.
However, this does not offer
’
Even
by using cut-rate gas,
a complete answer to the parking
this
method plays -into the
problem becans.t. if all the students who drive to school were hands and pockets of Standard
to register for 7:30 classes next Oil. If you have the money,
quarter, the probleni would re- time, and tires, you will find
main the same. Also the tremen- a place eventually, somewhere
dous waste of man-hours of sleep’ within a radius of one mile
Is nearly beyond the stretch of from the campus, by using
imagination. A conservative, esti- this method.
The drivers who employ a varmate of hours of lost sleep is
placed at 749,732 hours and 59 iation or alternate on all of the
methods mentioned are no more
minutes.
successful than the fundamentalOne of the methods employed ists. The result is always the
by the patient ones is to double- same. You- give up in .dksgust,
-- --park-- and just-sweat- out- the park -a-mile-,---away-fro(ir--sehoot-,
- situation. In using this method, walk- -to-elass,--and-on-yeur -way
the procedure requires a maxi- in, right up to the’ edge of the
mum amount of patience. The campus, you will see dozens of
only recommendation for this empty parking places.

HEALTH

OFFICE

’Let’s Do Something’

Broader View Asked

Overnight Suggestion

Thrust and Part’’r
The recent case between a professor and student concerning the
freedom of student expression has
brought a problem to my mind
that exists between every instructor ahd every student.
Dr. May was Charged with using "grade pressure" by stfulent
Frost as a weapon to form Frost
into vyrifing a re rac ion o ear
ier statements published in your
column by the student.
-Dr. May, though I am 9ot trying to defend him, is not the only
prof who used or uses or will use
grade pressure. Every one of them
do it. Day in and day out the students are constantly reminded of
what will happen to them if they
don’t meet the pressure that the
grading-system puts on them.

Dear Thrust and Parry and Mr.
Garbarni:
Everyone is entitled to his own
opinion,___but_L_Iar one want to
return the compliment of "no
logic’: _to you. ASB 5482, like myself, is rion-Christian, but that
certainly does’ not prove that
either he or I are atheists.
As a matter of fact we , Jews
4500- yearsbotore
Christ was born, and Christ himself was born a Jew. Besides, only
about one-fourth to one-third of
the world’s population berieves
in Christ, so that the rest of the
warld’s populatibn believes in
udd a h, Jehovah, Mohammed,
etc or are atheist, to use Mr.
Garharni’s ill-chosen words. Dr.
Heath, too, could have used a
better argument.
As to the question of euthanasia, that lean say I do not know
much about, as__welli_aa-rnost People of college age don’t. All I can
say is that in my own family today, a member is suffering from
incurable cancer, where any act
of mercy of this kind would be a
welcome relief. If only one person, though, were to decide
whether life or death is the solution for my grandmother, he would
be putting himself on the same
level as God, who alone has the
power to decide the time of life
and death for all of us.
Let us hope that in the future
Mr. Garbarni will take a broader
view of religion, and remember
that all non-Christians are not
atheists.
R. Max Schwalbe, ASB 1617.

Dear Thurst and Parry: ,
It is, with great interest that
we read the Spartan Daily’s account of plans being formulated to
govern future Senior Overnights.
We hear it rumoired, that the San
Jose Tavern ’Owners Association
is at the bottom of this business,
due_ to an understandable desire
to keep Sparta’s drinking dollars
eireulating in San Jose.

Then tension becomes increasingly more unbearable with
every (lay that brings its closer
to that final test which will
tell us whether we have withstood the pressure or not. It
Isn’t hard to see the effects
either.
My roommate seems to have adjusted his entire life around the
results of his examinations). One
can easily tell whether he has
passed or failed a particular exam.
A rosy countenance and pleasant
conversation means he is passing
coon (his only bad subject).
If he has done poorly in a quiz,
he finds that life is not worth
hing, that-he-should quit school
_and dig ditches, or better still
he should just dig a hole and lie
in it. It has reached a point where
the boy is rapidly-becoming neurotic. This is serious.
In sociology we hear instructors
bemoan the fact that our education system is lousy. They are especially critical of the grade system. In any other class, if the
subject is brought up, you hear
similar criticisms. But what is
being done about it?’ Absolutely
nothing.
o -Ma
ase
has brought to our immediate
attention’ the dangers--thsit actua lly exist in grades, let us all.
students and faculty alike, find
-a better solution, Let’s sit down
and work out something that
will eliminate the cut-throat
competition he
the instructor and student, .and between student and student.
Let’s clarify and see the incentive for which we really are studying. Let’s help the neurotics that
are rapidly being dissolved in a
maze of A,B,C,D’s. (I need not
mention the pa rtner of the
four). LET’S DO SOMETHING!
ASB 6114.
r

Join Ph
Dear Thrust and Parry:
This is the first announcement
of the formation of Pencil Sharpeners Unlimited, abbreviated PAL
This organization is being formed
for the sole purpose of providing
pencil sharpeners or a growing
San Jose State college.
Reattzing- the-laet that due to
budget cuts-we cannot expect
Math classrooms or similar rooms
to have individual pencil sharpen,
ers. We are, neverthless, striving
to obtain a few for the Administration building and possibly one
for the corridor to the Art wing.
We are also forming a lobbying fund and in conjunction we
intend to procure the services of
Artie Samish. The legislature will
soon know our battle cry "More
Pencil Sharpeners Mean More
Sharp Students."
All persons interested in becem.
lag charter members should cfpri:
tact me.
R. D. Scott, ASB 4475.
DO IT NOW!
DON’T DELAY!
Dunk Your Donuts

at

DIERKS
"Good Morning, Sir. What Can I Do For You r

.

Thrust and Parry

’

371 West San Carlos

_Tack_ Our _Boxers

-

If the Senior C.l a s s Council
{under pressure) is determined to
had the Overnight at a---"reasonable distance from places where
liquor is sold," we can offer them
a peachy suggestion. There- is a
high pile of rocks, halfway between Needles and Barstow, from
which the nearest settlement, anIndian reservation, is forty hours
by mule, or -twenty- bow* by one of those dandy old Greyhound
buckboards. All’ of us prankish
young seniors could have just
loads of fun playing such hilarious
planned games as leap-frog, tag
and "musical chairs. Nightfall
would find us seated around the
camp-fire. Pepsi bottles in hand,
singing "Fight on for Dear Old
San Jose State."
We Seniors (I say Seniors) have
been going to SJSC nigh on -to
four years, trying to learn how to
take care of ourselves. But if
we need- this much watching. at
the age of twenty-one, God- help
society when we go forth .to conIf this is all-S.ISC-is-ableto offer us in theway.of training,
we, a cross-section of the Class
’50- do -hereby -highly resolve
to send our kids to Stanford if
it breaks us to do it.

Thrust and Parry:
it seems our,eomplete team of
boxers will be unable to represent
Disgustedly yours,
Sparta At the NCAA tournament
ASB’s 5018, 4355, 4604, and 11
AI Penn State.
others.
This is our greatest chance to
win the national crown-with _a
full team representing us! And Should Have Enrolled
why cannot all go-? Money, that
is our stunirtg block -even -More Thrust and‘Parry and ASB 7777:
so than the opposing teams. Some-p We of the modern logic _class
how money must be raised for (with one exception) believe that
uld_have_enrolled_in_thia
11111!dgoEast.
Like our basketball team, our course prior to writing your letter
boxers e a n schedule eastern to Thrust and Parry.
teams once
make
they
-gn
iw
ohas
A
Moe Hammet
there and the Spartans will most
(William Peach, ASB 3767)
likely win the title.
Let’s back our’boxers; let some
Stranger Too "Lucky"
organizations sponsor shows or
just plain collections for our travFORT WORTH, Tex. (UP) eling team.
Remember, united we stand a A filling station operator offered
chance of winning, divided we are to pay his fine for operating a
not certain, and it will be us to punch board if sheriff’s officers
blame. Their victory is our vic- would arrest the pair who sold it
tory-their loss is our loss.
to him and- then duped him out of
Again-back our boxers with $300. A stranger sold him the
money!
board for 60 cents. Shortly afterSpartanly, ASB 1534
wards, another stranger entered
and started...punching. The secProf is Boss
ond stranger was so "lucky" he
won $300.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Those who would have us feel
that we are being ill-treated when
wt are -subjected to examinations
This Week’s
-at--any time during the -quarter
Feature!
are displaying an immature attitude. Under _the present system,
examinations are mandatory and
RICHARD
it is the instructor’s prerogative
HUDNUT
to give them at any time during
the quarter. -However, stOints
Hair Beauty
have a greater respect for those
instructors who arrange their
Preparations
courses-Iry surfs a way that all
midterms are completed prior
1.00
to the last week.
each
Students I who grjpe ’of Dead
Weeks loss
Today must learn the prof is
boss.
Pharmacy
May profs this week who sling
518 So. 10th
CY 2-5502
exams
Think of the one who crams and

Armstrong’s

Crams.

Ed Lanini, ASB 7768

SAY

HOUSE MANAGERS!

We ham tile-real Snake-Killers for ST. PATRICK’S DAY Parties:
Shamrock Shaped CAKES
Shamrock Shaped COOKIES
Shamrock Shops(’ PASTRIES

Shamrock Shaped PETIT FEURS.
Irish SODA BREAD

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221 SO. 2nd - Opposite YWCA

CV 4-3717

oar lattbartro
2lmanath==1/o.

’InerfaithProgram
At Syracuse Univ.

RICHARD WATRy
Exchange Editor
The Fairness committee handed out a questionnaire recently to
some 9:30 classes. This had to do with the honor students during
exams. That is, the questions asked on the questionnaire pertained to
the integrity of students during examinations. There were other
questions asked also.
This reporter thinks it was a good idea to send around those
quetionnaires; in fact, it might be a good idea if they were more
widely disseminated, to more of the students.
This brings to mind something I read in the Purdue "Exponent".
the other day.
Needs Faculty Support
It seems they are having quite a time with the honor system at
Purdue university. In a report made last year it was stated that the
adoption of an honor system tat Purdue) could come Only from the
student body itself, "with the faculty giving its whole-hearted support."’
There are several obstacles cited w hich make full establishment of an honor system unworkable on the Pprdue campus.
These are as follows: (1) Instructors who by attitude and actions
do not command student respect. (2) identical tests or test which
demand too much of the student. (3) The few but "perennially
dishonest stildenla who prove_ to the honest student that they
(the cheaters) are getting ahead at the expense of the honest student". (4) The extreme emphasis placed upon credits and grades.
These four obstructions could, of course, fit any college in the
country. As is stated in the "Exponent" it is frequently heard other
schools are highly successful in the establishment of an honor system,
but an honor system must be tailored to fit the needs and situations of
the particular school.
Intelligent Student a Fool
It also is pointed out that combatting student dishonesty is something similar to combatting racial discrimination. It is an evolutionary
process. One of the student representatives-at -large stated the student
was partially to blame. Nowadays, he declared, a person who makes
a high mark and learns nothing of the subject is considered a hero,
while a person who4nakes a high mark and can talk intelligently
about the subject afterwards is often considered a fool.
The report also recommended that the faculty committee on student honesty not only continue to function, but "get on the ball".
I’d like to say something with regards to this last paragraph. It
gets back to our own college Fairness committee once again.
’Bravo To Fairness Group
We can 84.CA...if’. all the foregoing that the Purdue "Fairness"
group isn’t doing the lob expected of it, or so we can surmise. I’d
like to dedicate today’s Almanac to our Fairness committee for
its awareness of existing campus problems here at State and for
getting out that questionnaire Wednesday. It is definitely a
step in the right direction. I talked with one of the members of
the Fairness committee the other day and he informed me that it
took considerable thought and some time to prepare that questionnaire. I can believe it. After scanning some of the exchanges
I am convinced that our lot isn’t too bad here at State. But then,
again, I might be wrong. What do you think?

Girls Clutch
*Photos; Flee
House ’A-Fire’
UNIV. OF ARKANSAS. Eighteen frightened girls with smoke
in their eyes fled from the Zeta
Tau Alpha annex early Sunday
morning clad in their pajamas and
fur coats.
After being awakened by smoke
about 7 a.m., Virginia Haws, sophomore, North Little Rock, ra.:ted
through the house screaming. "the
house is on fire! The house is on
fire!" Escaping from what she
thought was a blazing inferno, she
ran through the front door and
fell through a rotted out section
of the porch.
Near the point of exhaustion
after their annual Mardi Gras
formal in the Student Union
scarcely six and a half hours
earlier, the Zetas leaped out of
their beds and bedecked themselves in various articles of
clothing that caused some passers-by on the streets to remark
that it looked more like a masqterade ball than an early
morning fire alarm.
Maggie Curry Was seen calmly
thumbing through the phone book
looting for the fire department’s
phone number. Unable to find it,
she promptly called information.
After fruitless minutes, with the
aid of information, she finally contacted the fire department. She
pleaded with them to rush ever
right away, as, ’’Our house is on
fire!"
Two of the girls living upstairs
rushed down the fire escape in
their fur coats carrying the pictures of the favorite boy friends.
Other girls frantically searched
For a quick Outdoor lunch, ready to
box lunch and milk at
.at, get

San Jose Box Lunch
135 E. San Antonio, off 4th
Open ’till 2:45 P.M.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. -Three national figures in government and industryHerbert H.
Lehman, Charles E. Wilson and
Edward Foley - have endorsed the
Hendricks chapel interfaith program and Syracuse university’s
-part in celebrating Brotherhood
Week.
As a climax to the annual week
devoted to world-wide brotherhood, chapel organizations on Feb.
28 are piesented the second all chapel banquet. in Sims dining
hall.
Lehman Comments
Lehman, United States senator
from New York, commented:
"I have always believed that
interfaith religious peograms in
.our colleges and universities can
.cortribute greatly to our under
standing and respect for all
human beings.
"I heartily endorse your program. Syracuse university can
well be proud of your efforts
to bring -about -a-better -understanding among paoples of different religious beliefs."
-Wilson States
Charles E. Wilson, president
of General Electric, said:
"Your interfaith- religious program devoted to the concept of
the dignity of the individual cannot fail to be immensely fruitful. Such a fellowship demonstrates that no force can successfully prevail against the respect and love that one man bears
another. I think we are badly in
need of working examples of the
Golden Rule."
Foley Declares
Edward Foley, assistant secretary of the treasury and a graduate of Syracuse, wrote:
"We should be’ grateful that
interfaith religious pingrams and
widerstanding have long held such
a salient place in student life at
Syracuse university.
"No institution of higher learning fulfills its obligation to society and to the student unless
it sends its graduates out into the
world equipped .with character
as well as kriovviAlge."

’When in Rome do as . .

Curb Leaping Student
Only Doing What Told
STANFORD UNIVERsITY.Vadallah l’afari, Stanford student
from India, figured In a traffic accident last Thursday night when he
took too literally the advice dealt out to him by Americans.
Officer Otto Niehues, Palo Alto policeman, was standing at the
corner of University avenue and Ramona street Thursday evening
about 11:45, when a cur without lights began turning at the intersection. Nlehues shouted to the motorist to turn on his lights.
l’afari gazed directly at the officer and Lept on watching him
fixedly while the car made a semicircle, leaped the curb, and bumped
a pedestrian, Dewey Chapman of Encino.
Chapman was not injured by his brief encountei with l’afari’s
flying vehicle.
Officer Nihues asked Yafari why he didn’t look where he was
going. ’Velar’ replied that when he came to America he was told that
It was necessary to keep your eye on an officer whenever he spoke to
you. That was his reason for ignoring In what direction his car was
traveling.
puffing smoke, awaiting the "all
clear" sign from the firemen.
It was enly at this moment that
they discovered their house wasn’t
They gathered on the lawn in going to burn down. Fire Chief
front of the annex, expecting to Burl Skelton told them that it
see it crumble to a pile of ashes was only a lounging chair that
In a matter of minutes, when was burning.The chair was sitting
suddenly "Toby" Tobin went fly- directly over the hot furnace vent.
ing back into the house. A few
Still not fully collected from
seconds later she emerged from the blaze, the girls have moved
the smoked-filled annex with " their fur coats, cigarettes, and
her fur coat and a carton of cig- photographs of their boy friends
arettes. She stood contentedly back into the house.
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TWO NEW SERVICES:

I. Bachelors Laundry 112. "Retex"
Shirts in at 9:00
out at 6:00.

5.01deit

wejt

Pressing Lash Longed
Mothproofed!

Dry Cleaners

EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS-Main Punt
26-29 S. Tbirti Street
231 Willow
275 E. William
1740 Park Ave.
1199 Franklin, Santa Oars

CYpress 2-1062
24th 4 Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

S

Columbia Council Urges
Lifting of Restrictions
’As Soon as Possible’
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.Cglumbia university’s infer-fraternity
council recently urged its members to remove any membership restrictions regarding race, creed or color from their constitutions "as
soon as possible."
The council, headed by Nicholas M. McKnight, dean of students,
represents the 16 Greek letter fraternities at Columbia and is composed of the presidents and vice- _
presidents of the local chapters.
Powers Not DefinedThis request was issued only as
a strong suggestion. acCording to
McKnight, as the council does not
have the right to enforce this

abstaining.
These tWo, however, have since
then contacted their national offices and have changed their vote,
making the decision unanimous..,
No statement was made as

the national

Campus Scene

ruling on its member fraternities.
The powers of the council were
not defined by the dean.
This is the first time that any
student body at Columbia has
taken an official affirmative stand
on the discrimination issue. The
action was not directed by a student governing body similar to
Syracuse men’s student government.
The council’s suggestion is in
sharp contrast with it’s stand
of December, 1948. At that time
the council declared that the
"issue of restrictive membership provisions did not fall within
its jurisdiction." The Columbia
IFC, in its 17-year history, has
never before issued any sUggeslions to its members concerning
the bias clauses.
Proposal Approved
As adopted, the proposal asked
members to work actively through
constitutional means for the elimination of discriminatory clauses.
Fourteen of the member fraternities approved the ’proposal at
the’ meeting on Feb. 9, with two

to
what
member
fraternities
would be affected. The measure
will, in some way, effect the 523
fraternity members of the college
which has a total enrollment of
2,397.
The earlier statement, which
took a negative stand, was issued in 1948 shortly after the
resignation of a Columbia senior
from the local chapter of Phi
Kappa Psi, which is among the
16 ratifying fraternitiss in. the
council.

IS IT HOT
OR IS YOUR CAR BATTERY
ON ITS LAST LEGS?
REBUILT

4.95

Batteries

Exchange

New Batteries.. 7.95
Exchange
REPAIRING
RECHARGING
RENTALS

Argee Battery Co.
466

So. Market

CY 3-4583

John Brown
prefers
ARROW
GORDON
OXFORDS
to ANY
White
Shirts!

for the stairway, from where they
eventually descended with tears in
their eyes.
-

tine/

SPARTAN DAILY
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"ARROW Gordon Oxfords are tops on my list"
said John in a recent campus inteniew. "The collars
,look good and fit perfectly. The body is cut right,
doesn’t hunch at the waist. . . . They wear and
wash well, too! Best for MY moneyany day!"

$3.95

ARROWSHIRTS & TIES
UNDIRWEAR

HANOKIRCHISPS

SPORTS SHIRTS

-

Inter-Frat
IDQuble-Ring Ceremony
Council HoldsRenaud
Ficke
Marries
Ball Saturday
. .
St. Patrick’s church was the setting for the recent wedding of

_-.011111111111se

IP

Society ’Cyclorama

Approximately 400 couples
danced to the music of Jimmy Miss Adele Ficke to Bill Renaud.
The formal, double ring ceremony was performed by the Rev.
Blass and his 10-piece orchestra
Sullivan. Lighted candles
Father
Fairroom
of
the
the
Terrace
in
Wednesday, March 15, 1930
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montAhotel, at. ,the_third annual decorated the church, and organ
Interfraternity Council ball, ac- music was provided.
Miss Ficke was attired in a
cording to Lud Spolyar, TFC general chairman. The affair, Was white. slipper satin gown with a
held Saturday night from 9 to 1 sweetheart neckline and gathered
skirt. She wore a fingertip veil
o’clock.
Bill Hatch, Pi Kappa Alpha, and carried a colonial bouquet of
’ and Will Olsen, Delta Theta white carnations with an orchid
Omega, assisted Spoiyar, Delta center and narcissus streamers.
The engagement of Miss Mary
Twenty-seven members of the San Jose State college colony of Upsilon, with the arrangements Miss Dolores Ciraso, school Andritsas, a sophomore at San
friend of the bride, was maid of
Jose State college, to John LaTheta Xi were initiated formally into the fraternity Saturday at the for the gala function.
Organizations represented at honor. She wore a gold satin lantonis was announced to. friends
Tau ,chapter of Theta Xi at Stanford university. Tau chapter was the IFC, ball were Delta Sigma gown and carried a bouquet of and relatives of the bride-elect at
and iris.
asrdsted by Nu chapter of the Cal- f
Gamma, Delta- Sigma--Pht-Detta :salmon_ colored carnations
’
Marie a Christmas gathering. _
Rose
Mrs.
was
Bridesmaid
Theta Omega, Delta Up3ilon, KapversIty of California.
satin
aqua
an
wore
She
Loebs,
Miss Andritsas passed -choto:-pa Alpha, Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi
.and carried a bouquet of lates to her Gamma Phi Beta
Those initiated included 21
Kappa Alpha, Phi Sigma Kappa, ,gown
. and iris.
sororitytlfrs to announce the
_Sigma Alpha--Eps+lorn- SIgmirPt,
active members, four alumni and
The bride’s uncle, Mr. Harry news.
jar_Lowou.,,rer.....pratt. -_and-eapt.:
IlL,CIFIC;111,1"..7
Theta Chi, and Theta Mu Sigma.
_ _
gave Miss Ficke away. ,
Sponsors for the affair were Joseph;
Robert D. Agers, faculty advisers
’The bride-to-be was graduated -Thomas W. Casalegno was best
C.
Dr.
J.
MacQuarrie,
T.
W.
De.
man, and Rudy Renalle was usher. from’ Tracy Union high school. to the group.
DeVoss, Mrs. Izetta Pritchard,
A small family reception _fol- She is the daughter of Mr. and’
Paul
Dr.
Dimmick,
Helen
Miss
’
the
of
composed
The colony was
Theta Mu Sigma fraternity M. Pitman, Dr. G. W. Sweeney, lowed the ceremony, after which Mrs. Chris Farakas of Tracy. .
active members of the former Mu feted 10 pledges at a dinner dance
the couple left for a honeymoon
Mr. E. S. Thompson, and Mr. J.
Lalantonis attended radio engiin Pacific Grove and Monterey
Delta Pi, local social fraternity at Brookdale lodge recently. Ap- ..
H West.
neering school in Kansas City,,
_
proximately
56
members,
pledges,
which had been active on campus
Miss .Ficke was graduated from Mo:, and was associated-C.-refill a
and guests were in attendance.
since 1944. The group voted to go
San Jose high school and was a CBS station in Kentucky. He is
Fine
food
good
music
proand
national with Theta Xi last quarspeech -and drama student-at-San now employed by radio _station
vided a pleasant atmosphere for
ter. The colony had been directed
Jose State college. She is the KIBE at Palo Alto, where be. is
those present.
by a committee of four alumni and
of Mrs. Freida L. Ficke. known as "Johnny Landis". He
’daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Saunders,
Mr. Donald Leidig, regional direcRenaud is a graduate of San was graduated from.. Oakland
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Overson.
tor of Theta Xi:
Miss Nancy Martin was in- Jose technical high school and is high school and served in the
and Mr. and Mrs. Peter Zavlaris
stalled
as president of Kappa Al - employed locally. He is the son of Navy during the war. Lalantonis
Following the initiation a formal were sponsors and guests of hon.
is the son of Mr.. ind Mrs. E.
pha Theta sorority by retiring Mr. and Mrs. Leon T. Renaud.
dance was held at the Sir Francis or at the affair.
The couple are at home at 300 Lalantonis of Oakland and broth-,
Surprise gUests were Theta Mu President, Miss Lois Garibaldi, at
Drake hotel in San Francisco from
tr of Miss Eugenia Lalantonis.
alumni Robert Heisey, Frank Di a recent meeting at the chapter Doris avenue, San Jose.
9 to 1 o’clock.
Tomasso, and . Walter Lowen. house.
.
,
Other officers installed’ .*eref
"Old times" were discussed and
experiences’of -the past relived Betty Ciceroni, first vice president; Pit Turner, second vice
with the trio.
Miss Janice Fuller entertained president; Yvonne Hjelm, -corMarjorie Goody was installed
the group by singing a few selec- responding secretary; Betty DrisSusan is the name of the new.
This spring, as in the past few tions.
coll, recording secretary; Corinne as president of Delta Chi chapter seven-pound daughter of Capt.
years, the use of cotton for every
Kenneally, treasurer; Bonnie of ’Kappa Kappa Gamma at the and Mrs. Robert D. Agers, of the
conceivable outfit from simple
Von Wald, Rush chairman; Carol group’s meeting Monday night. San Jose State college faculty.
daytime dresses to formal evening
Seibold, hciuse manager."
Miss Goody is a junior education Capt. Agar is assistant professor
wear is enjoying a tremendous upSawyer-- -archivist; major from Stirt-Frfttleisca
- Julianne
/if-military science -and tattles at
surge in popularity.
gagie Hicks, social chairman;
Other officers installed. by out- &Ise.
Nancy Hardy, editor; Diane Wil- going President Barbara Albaugb
Sheer cottons such as organJanet Miland has been elected son, marshall; Pat Alexander, ineltide: Patricia Flanagan: %ice
Young Miss Agerk, the couple’s
dies and dotted swiss ’materials president of- the Kappa Kappa
pledge first child: was born ’March 12 in representaPanhellenic
chaplain;
p.’esident;
Call,
Joyce
are fashioned into dressy outfits Gamma sorority pledge class actives, Millie Canelo and Eleanor chairman; Barbara Belknap, mar- San
h"sPital
with the newly-poPular sleeveless cording to Marjorie Goody. KapStone_; LaVerne Kneeshaw, pubPam. Moore, treasurer:
bodices and’ the jacket -type dress pa pledge trainer. Other officers
hefty; and Marilyn Ferguson, pub- Mary. Lou Harwood, scholarship
which is convertible for both day- elected by the pledges include:
I ic vela t ions.
--- - -----ch-a-trmanlo--Anne-Keeletniernr-’
time and evening wear.
N a ncie Johnson secretary:
hership chairman; Doreen MilMarilyn Richards. treasurer; Nan- ’
len, corresponding secretary; Arta
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
cy Embshoff, music chairman; Lti Ca111111a Phil
Price Panhellenic represcntaLuchsinger. scholarship chairman:
Be convinced ihatsyou have a good
;.tive;. Dorothy Herrick. recording
"r
/WV
to the Bohern,ar Conclave
Audrey Berglund, social’ chair- Hee( .1C11
shoemaker in your neighbori,00d who
Marilyn Russell, achyat Pogo -Nip Polo Park
man; anchBobbie Cabbage,. activThe new officers of Gamma ities chairman; Shirley Johnson. I knows how so maks and repair all
types of shoes..
ities Chairman. Viola Bellora and: Phi Beta sorority for the coming social ehairman; Norvella Pitney.
Vera Krone were named pledge’ year were announced .at a recent historian; and Barbara
VI Ell)
ALL N 0111i Gt
start Easter Vacation with a
Belknap.
captains.
chapter’ meeting.
Key Correspondent.
DELTA SIGMA DANCE
Our Excellent Craftsma_nship
-As-a- pledge- -prcrject,- -.They are!-Altcivice,m. president;
The chapler is being visited
Insures Satisfaction
have started a pledge scrapbook, Beth Calvin, vice president; Bar- this week ’by Dorothy Obreeht,
Our Specialty Is Orthopedic
beginning with the Allenian So- hare Graves, recording secretafy;’ national field secretary, and Mrs.
nd Corrective Work
ciety’s installation as Delta Chi June Pereira, corresponding secre-iAllyson de Laveaga, province
with John Wieland, Mr. Pabst,
, chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma tary;
Marion
McCoy,
pledge’ president. They ate guests at the
Tall Blondes, & Lucky Lager
a year ago.
trainer; Dolores MacDonald, house. Kappa chapter house.
9-7
MARCH 25
Miss Martha Thomas is chapter
president;
and Joyce ’ Lyman,
adviser.
treasurer,

Soph Tells of Engagement
’ To Announcer

Thta Xi Frat Initiates
27 Men in Formal Rites

Theta Mu Frat
, pr,040,01,1
ParryFor Neophytes-.

K Alpha Thetas
Install Officers

KKGs Elect Heads SJ SC Professor.
’Of Local Chapter Becomes Father

Versatile Cottons
Set Spring’s Pace

KKG Pledge Class
Elects President

SAN FERNANDO
SHOE SHOP

Betas

COME

vilwers Isecrelitry;

AND

CELEBRATE
AT SANTA CRUZ

.

KEN’S PINE INN
... For Lunches at
their finest.
BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

p la Ais

110

mothers’ chibTea A

Following the February meeting of the Alhha Chi Omega Mothers club at the chapter house. a
tea was held honoring the mothers
of new -pledges to the sorority.
.
FhoOhOnoredby
Club were

presented with corsages of scarlet carnations tied with olivegreen ribbon. Yellow tapers and
daffodils added a touch of spring
to the occasion.

’111114i,Y
FRESH SALADS AND A
PLEASING ATMOSPHERE
HELP MAKE YOUR MEAL
MORE ENJOYABLE.

255 S. 2nd

Presiding at the table was Mrs.
Myrtle Greenway, house mother,
Co-hostesses were Mrs. C. J, Hershe, Mrs. F._M. McCoy and.Mrs.
W. H. Plank..
Arrangements for an April rummage sale were discussed at the
meeting.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
3 months 810.00-4sed Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Payment Plan
Easy
REMINGTON
ROYAL
UNDERWOOD
CORONA
Est 1900
24 So. 2nd St, CYpress 3-6383
G. A. BLANCHARD

W edding in Offing
.
or Florence. Winning
11

11 St

eeeller-. Winning" to Lea Jamison Was
revealed at a recent meeting.. of
Siena Kapp-a sorority.
Jeannie 4..eicester, eight.year.
old cousin’ of the bride-to-be, presented the chapter president with
An ancient leather-backed scroll
congratulating all iigma Kappas
who are planning weddings this
year, and adding, "Florence and
-Lea" to the list. Little Miss Leicester was dressed as an Irish
Pixie, representing the spirit of
St. Patrick’s day, while five
pounds of chocolates, individually
w4aPped and inscribed with the
names of the couple, were poised
in a green top hat tied with a
white satin ribbon..
Miss Winning is a senior education major at San Jose State
college and will receive her G.E.
credential in December. gPie Was
the 1948 publicity chairman for
the World -Student-Setvice fund
and is affiliated with Sigma Kappa sorority. She is the daughter
of Mrs. Florence Miller Winning
of San Francisco.
Jamison is a junior police
major it State. lje is a member

Try Our Specialties
Hamburgers
Bak ed+fam-5endwich
Spencer Steak Sandwich

of- Sojourn
ma, social police fraternity. The
future bridegroom scryed in the
Navy Medical corps during the
war. He ii the son of Mrs. L..0.
Jamison of Mt. Shasta City.
The couple will marry August
27 in San Francisco. They will
live in San Jese while Jamison
finishes his college career.

Quality Food and
Friendly Service

BEDIG’S
SNACK BAR AND FOUNTAiN
25 East Santa Clara

. N 0 W! Two Launderettes
for YOUR convenience.
THIRTY

-MINUTE SERVICE

30c wash

Launderette
General Economy

San Jose
Launderette
463 SO. SECOND
Phon CY 4-2420
HOURS:
Weak Days - 11-8
Saturday - 8-6
Sunday - 10-3
Closed Thursday

20c dry

-

1172-f. SANTA CLARA

Phone CY 5-1230
HOURS:
vi..i. Days - 9-$
Saturday - 9-6
Sunday - 10-3
Cleici Wcbsiaday

’

Registration Hours are Listed Psych Majors
Outnumbered
In Department
The schedule tor spring quarter registration is as follows:

Mae. Me, M,
N, 0,1’,

7:31)
8:00
8:30
9:00

MONDAY, APRIL 3
T, U, 5y,
0:30
W to Z,
10:00
A,
10:30
B,
11;0(1

C,
D, E,
F,
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Music Topics Highlight
Newly Arrived Books

1:30
The majority of students taking
2:00 courses in philosophy ayelsot phiBooks dealing with composers, their works and the field of music
2:30 losophy or psychology majors, acP4
cording
to
Mr.
Elmo
Robinson, in general highlight the latest shipment of more than 120 volumes
philosophy professor.
received by the Library, according to Miss Joyce Backus, librarian.
’TUESDAY, APRIL 4
Mr. Robinson revealed that of
Among them are "Chopin, the Man and his Music", Herbert
8:00
0,
9:00
Last Group
1:30 the total registration in philoso.11, J,
phy courses- this quarter, only 21 Weinstock; "Musik-Lexicon", Hugo Riemann; "Scbre for Four Handed
8:30
H,
K, L,
9:30
are attributed to philosophy ma-’ Piano Sonata", Paul mindentititt
Students who are not ready to reghttee at the beginning of regis- jors and--only 13 registrations-by
Musk", William tic Hatration day, because of unpaid fines -or fees, and late applications, students seeking a combined psy- dow; "Masters of German Music",
chology -philosophy major.
John A. Fuller-Maitland; "A Diautomatically go into the last group.
Straight Rsychology, majors- are rectory of Clarinet Music", Levin
credited with .27 registrrations, W. Foster; "Historical Antholoetv
thus giving a total of 61 regis- of Music", Archibald T. Davison;
trations credited to psychology ’"Complete stories of the Great
and philosophy_ majors.
The San Jose Alumni AssociaOperas", Minim Cross; "Samtliebe
Social science ’Ws accoun
erke", Johannes Brahma; "Ru- tkiff-IS- OfTe1W--K-vo scholar-SKIM
for the highest number of reg- manian Folk Deices", ’Bela .Bar- for entering freshmen and has esistrations In philosophy courses, tok; "Kasikirjoii ukida", Jean Si- tablished ,a, loan fund for, senior,
men and women.
*
Robinson stated, vith a total belius.
The
$150
scholarships
are
given
San Jose State college California Student Teachers’ association of 88. Following with a close
Several biographies were ’resecond is the Commerce depart.;
_Caved Including "John Quincy Aciay- -and-- gir I -according’, 10:
will hold its last_ meeting tomorrow at 4 p.m._ in Room Al, DiCk ment with
85 registrations.
Samuel F. Bends; "Hie- need, scholarship attainment, and
Cirigliano, local president, announced today. Election of offi- hind them are those engaged In Adams",
ryonymus Bosch", Ludwig von leadership qualities. Last year’s
cers will be held from the list of nominations now posted pre-professional st ud les who Baldwass; "William Ewart Glad- scholarship winners were Righard
claim
registrations In Phistone", James B. Bryce; "Life of Marden, physical science major,
on the second floor of the Speech and Education building. losophy.26courses.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle", John and Betty Darendinger, home ecoThikee degelates will be chosen
The number of registrations D. ClIrr; "Daniel 1Vebster", John nomics major. The aWards are
to represent San Jose State colfrom here on takes’a decided drop. B. McMaster,
made on* the basis of $50 a quar_ ..
lege at the-CSTA convention in
Reti’ktk5æ in philosophy coursOther. books obtained dearwith ter during the freshman year. This
San Francisco April 6-8, Cirigliano
es list education with 13, physical a
-variety
of subjects and inelud_ei, is the second year that the scholt.
said,
and biological science majors with
"The House of Goodyear",rilugh arship has been in existence.
12, speech and -drama majors with Allen;
San Jose will play an impor"How to Make Good Re- Closing date for filing applicanine, art majors with seven, joue cordings", .Audia Devices, Inc:: tions for the scholarship is April
in
the
convention in
tant part
nalism with five, and other de- "Manual of Explosives", Jules 30.
that it will present its ethWs
Theron W. Sowers, former San partments with three or less.
Any senior man or wpman who
plan. Heading a new commitBebie; "Early American DecoraJose State college instructor, reProf. Robinson also announced tion", Esther S. Brazer; "Four needs financial help may come
tee. Steve Stevenson, former
cently connected with the U.S. philosophy courses for the spring
Into the Placement office for
State CSTA president and senBureau of Standards Horological quarter. Included in the Philosophy Views of Time in Ancient Phi- appointments for interviews for
ior here, will lay down the 14
losophy",
John
Francis
Callahan;
institute, spoke to the watchmak- department offerings are: History
. the loan fund.
points in the plan. According to
ing class of Mr. Francis Crofut, of Philosophy, Robinson and Forn- "Monetary Management Under the
For complete information on
Cirigliano, the ethies proposal is
New Deal", A. W. Crawford.
morning.
yesterday
ey’: Semantic’s, *Falitco; Theory alumni scholarship Or
the first of its kind in the "Shannon’s Way", A. J. Cronin’: either the
Mr. Sowers spoke to the groUp Value, Fallico; Democracy, Robin- "Loving", Henry Green; "The loan fund, check with the Placenation. .
M
on the watchmaking test given to son: and an evening come,_Con, Reeord-Book",13tividtlall;-**1-Tered- ment ee:
-Miss Mary RiiII-State Chi A ad- all horologists at the end Of the teporary
m
Philosophy, Robinson. ity, East and West", Julian Huxviser, said, "San ’Jose’s idea is one college training period, according
Company",
Joseph
"Bad
ley;
of the finest steps toward better to Mr. Hartley Jackson, associate
He
Jackson; "Freud and
teaching training to come- from professor of indu§lrial arts.
Dr, Arturo Fallico, professor of
Christianity", Roy S. Lee; "PolitCSTA."
Mr. Jackson said that this test
ical Parties", flobert Michels; philosophy, is the author of an
Cirigliarto, outgoing president, is unique in that it is done through
"Children Before, My Camera", article currently appearing in the
said his bfficers have helped in_ the-Mails- and by-express. First-of
Today_at 1230 p.m._ a new
Mar--Issue-of-the- educational
Adelf--Morath,
r
-building the membership at State all, the student must procure a
personso
interested inf
verte"Dateline: Washington", Nation- magazine, "Journal of Higher Edfrom 193 to 260. Ed Louis, senior watch, any watch, and send it to brate natural history will be or- al Press Club of Washington; ucation". The title of the article
Education major, was vice-presi- the institute -headquarters in-tbe- ga iced- at San Jose State cullege,
er and NM.; Hans It. i is-1110ot y,:-Philosophy awl Edu
dent; Eleanor Nelson, junior Edu- east.
according to a report from Dr. C. Neuberger;
"J o b Evaluation", cation."
cation inajor, secretary; Yvonne
In the work, Dr. Fallico argues
institute Q. Sibley, assistant professor of John A. Patton; "The Wall", Jean
the
at
Technicians
GiDeste, -juibier Education major,
zoology.
Paul Sartre; "Intlitins of the I for the "encouragement of* a more
some
in
watches
the
"foul
tip"
treasurer.
The initial meeting will be. held Urban Northwest!, Marion W. i comprehensive historical mental and send them back to the
.
sc stair. -erdier-,e now his way,
Room S.204.
Mathematics. oflitv for Americans at this present
in
"The
- smith:
must
fin
Student
Thi,
students.
sur- Qut what is w.isong v.1111v.1111the i:vatd-i
.latgest CSTA chapte1.,
"The clith e. intended to fill the Wireless", Ralph St sr ange r: itincttite in world history."
"
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highest ratings given by the in - amphibians, and fishes, he said.
-The vet ,..1 dns -office vernittds1 stitute.A committee will tie -pieked to-!--- Dr. -1-1-44’ W -43".4w-Y- head- -of-veterans that Mr. J. D. Murchiday to draw up a constitution. and the college Music department, will ’
CONDUC OR
, son, field representative for the
hy-laws.
Matters taken up at leave today to attend a national
’ California Veterars adminisfra12:30 o’clock- include_ choosing of conference of music educators beGuest Artist in -Emperor- Concerto
.
lion will be in Room 32 today
it chili name and pioposals for fu- ing held in St. Louis, Mo., March
18-23.
Symphony D Minor, Franck
from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. ,-.
Itiro plans.
The two-week trip will be made
$1.20, 1.80. 2.40, 3.00, 3.60
All veterans whose entitlement
-will
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Sibley
said
today’s
be
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of the San ;Jose educators for discussion of prob
time. Today will be the last time under the auspices
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.
State ’college Journalism depart- held
Terns, and inspeel ion or new music
I hat -he vill .11 on campus this
.
inActivities of the club will
quarter. :10 ditr to the Veterans ment, according to Mrs. Dolores elude field trips, meetings with and sound equipmeht. and visual
Spurgeon, director of the work.akis used in instruction.
office.
guest lecturers and movies.
shop.
During the trip he will visit at
the Unk’N’Siiy Of Illinois -and attend
The four-day session is open to
their Festival of Contemporary.
teachers Who want to learn jourArts.-11-e wilT also attend-the -orfor
nalism techniques, teachers look.
Wr’g
chestra seminar-at the State L
fiSrett,W -111rWitra’instructors
who have gaps in experience or nylon are included in the cutrent versify of Iowa.
On his trip, Dr.’ Downey will
particular problems to be worked display in the Home Economics
show cases.
visit many music ilvartments to
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Pictures of the manufacture of gather APRS Which maybe inonr.
Interviews will be held at San
One and a half quarter units of
illustrating porafed in the proposed Music
Jose for positions in the Los An- graduate credit in education will fibers and charts
545 SOUTH SECOND ST.
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partment, Douglas Murray, jour- nylon products,
Complete information may be
nalism adviser at Turlock high
The exhibit was compiled and
obtained in- the Placement office.
’school, and Mrs. Dolores Spur- arranged by Edith James, Home
.
geon, assistant professor of jour- Economics major.
Openings in the Camp F;re Girls
nalism at San Jose State college.
organization have been announced
Students in- the workshop will
All a Matter of Opinion,
in circulars received by the Place.
Atlanta (UP)- Of seven perment office. Girls interested in participate in step-by-step phases
the Camp Fire Girls training pro- in school publication and work-out sons quizzed by a reporter as to
gram and personnel work should problems and procedures in class- whether the world was ’’as hard
check with the Placement office room journalism. The registration of heart as it used to be," four
fee for .the four-day session will said it’ was not and three said it
for complete Information.
was.
be $9.
M EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
Teaching’ eapdidates should get

SJ Alumni ,Group
To Offer Loans,
Two Scholarships

Cal Student Teachers
Hold Final Meeting

Bureau Official
Addresses Group
On Watchmaking

Prof is Author

Science Students
Form New Club

4.is Shmild See

Represenfatire
.

1)otrney Attends

.
,

Music Conference

Journalism 1)ept.
To Ilold Workshop

San Francisco
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
MONTEUX
YALTAH MENUHIN

Archie’s

Placement
Bulletin

-Show Synthetics

Steaks

There’s An Art
To Dry Cleaning

ART CLEANERS

their records -eompleted- in the
Placement office file immediately.
This means handing in pictures
/tad recommendations, as well as
being interviewpd by Mrs. Robinstill of the Placement -office.
Interviews for teaching
JAC./d

A Good Lunch for 50c and DeLuxe Dinners from 75c

at "the Famous"
Coney Aland

age Shop

OPEN ALL NIGHT 32 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

CYpresi4i-9309

"Catering to those Who Care"
DAVE ROSENTHAL, JR., Owner -Operator

rr-

SJ Nine Batiks Gaels;
Romero Gets Mound, Nod
Ks’ CLIFF DANIELS
Ralph Romero, a pitcher of considerable prowess, is slated for his
initial mound appearance of 1950 this afternoon when he serves ’em
up for Coach Walt Williams’ Spartan nine against the St. Mary’s
Gaels in Moraga. Game time will be 3 o’clock.
Romero compiled a 5-3 record last season, striking out 62 men
while walking only 39 in 76 inn- l
lugs on the hill. His earned run Mart, has commenced -to hit the
average of 3.07 placed him third agate with authority and slowly is
on the team, behind Pete Mesa recovering his timing: Fewer of
and Bob Santos.
his blows are; going .into right
Basketball kept Romero away field.
from regular spring practice drills
If and when Romero is extractbut" his progress has been very ed from the contest, either Pete
fast since reporting. He is sched- Mesa or Glenn Davis will come
uled for three frames and possibly on. Mesa has dropped his two
more if his arm doesn’t tire,
eningaaal5zunsrnts this year, ore
The remainder of the Spartan to Stanford and another to Caliline-up is tentative because Coach fornia. Davis went all the way
Williams has several positions against San Francisco State colwhich are wide open, just waiting lege last §aturday and looked good
for the right man to come along. in the effort. At the present-timeHowever, Mel Stein is expected to he shapes up as San Jose’s logical
start at first, Dick Lane at second, replacement for Santos.
’
1.. Concklin’s hitting andall-around
play has highlighted inner pasture
perforMances: Although his blows
haven’t been for tremendous distances, they have come often and
Is.v:, in
crucial spots, for the most part.
St. Mary’s will field a team
heavy with sophomores, with a
sprinkling of upper class ballplayers. Dywane Kling, brother of former Spartan baseball player Ralph
Kling, paces the Gaels both at bat
and in the field. The Moragans
finished last in the C IBA during
1949, hut will be tougher to handle
this season. They have three outstanding hurlers, anyone of whom
will be ready for the San Jose
...-- ,,., State college contingent.
The locals will .return to action
tomorrow afternoon when they
meet Moffett Field on the Navy
.
diamond.
RALPH ROSIZRO
Will Concklin on third, and Don
Lopes down at short.
Bob Wuesthoff, Dean Giles and
Al Van Aman could very easily
compose the -starting garden, with.
Earl Wriaht or Jerry Frederick
ready (}iir, instantaneous ’s’ertrice.
Bob -Wuesthoff, despite his late

Newman Club
Dominic Pagano, manager of
the Newman club softball team,
announced that all regular members interested in trying out fr
the team 1,re asked to contact him
either at the meeting Thursday
night or by calling CI 3-5892.

Challenge,-Eichibition Matches Will
See San Jose Boxers in Ring Action
The biggest event of the Siin
Jose Statefl boxing season will find
ten Men going at it tooth and nail
Friday night ’ as five challenge
bouts are on tap to highlight the
Pacific Coast trial matches to be
held in Spartan gym.
The crowd for the recent Camp
Pendleton affair numbered over
the 3000 mark and an even larger
audience is expected for Friday.
The reason is clear. An intra-squad
meet is usually more exciting than
most of the dual meets, where the
Spartans are concerned, that is.
The night of the meet with the
El Toro Marines, Raul Diez met
Pete Franusich in a rollicking 165lb. battle that left the visiting
Marines with their mouths agape
and glad they were_not in _the
same ring with either one of them.
The challenge matches, incidentally, will be judged by the other
members of the varsity squad, who
will be seated next to the ring.
All the varsity-membeirs Will be
Introduced before -the start of-the
bouts.
Three of the weights wilt not
find the top man challenged for
two reasons. In the heavyweight
and 175-lb. ranks it appears unfeasible to challenge the likes of
Jack Scheberies and Don Schaeffer. In the 130-lb. class, Al Tafoya
has the ieside track in view of the
fact that Vic Harris, his most
capable challenger, is only a freshman.
A benefit intra-team meet was
held last night in the Raventwood
Recreation department in East
Palo Also. The Stan Mareil4i5e
CAMBRIAN BAVARIAN
GARDENS
GOOD FOOD
GOOD FUN
Son JOse-Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.
Phone Campbell 2238

DeSoto bout highlighted the affair.
The winner wil be announced tomorrow end will meet Jim Nutt
for 155-ib. honors Friday.
In addition -to the challenge
matches there will be several interesting exhibition clashes as well
as matches with Visalia JC and
possibly a service tcam.
Before leaving for the PCI next
week, San Jose boxing coach Dee
Portal will appear, as guest on
Frank Darien’s sports program on
KSJO from 6:15 to 6:30 Tuesday
evening. A member of the San
Jose team will also be Darien’s
guest.

Idaho State Mit
Tourney 1, --Tarp
POCATELLO, Ida., March 14.
(UP).--One champion and two
runners-up will be on hand in
ght and welterweight divisions of Idaho State college’s
fourth annual collegiate boxing
tournament, Friday and Saturday
at Poeatello.
The battle of champions, runera-up and challengers brings 32
topnotch boxers into the ring for
the major glove entertainment of
the intermountain country.

San Jose Aquamen
Journey to Mori a

-

Up north in jhe valley of M9rWednesday, Mardi 15, 19506 aga the -San Jose State’ college
awiAnriers will be visiting the St.
Mary’s Gaels at 4 p.m. .After water logging the boys
frotrt the parochial campus last
Friday eve in the Spartan swimming pool, 47.28, the Gold and
White squad looks with optimism
-lc today’s water parade.
Coach Charlie Walker’s aqua----men haven’t had the season they ,
eventually- want -for --themselves’ thus far, although the wins aver
, Santa. Clara and St. Mary’s have
aided in equalizing the earlier losses to Stanford, College of Pacific
and California,
I Top point maker for the Garden
i City paddlers will be the national
diving Champion -contender, ,Pat
McConnell. It has been Pat’s autstanding performances off the
board that have kept the Spartans among the top competing
Along with -MeConnell, the San
Jose water tutor will use his free
style sprint specialist George
Haines.. In .the _last meeting with
the Gaels.’ Haines - took the 100
yard and 220- yard races with energy to spare.
MIL STEIN,. tWartan first sacker, Is -holding dewit the Initial -big --In-the backstroke; Bob Remit- steady this season. Stein performed in the outfield for the 1949 club ton, who btolce the Spartan pool
record agginst the Moragans with
and whacked the apple at a ’.30.4 clip.
a 1.04 timing, will be in the visitors’ starting lane.
Dick Lehedoff will be backstroking his way in the 150 yard event.
Other entrees for San Jose will
be Bill May, Don. Biery, Dave Millovlch, Ray Bryant, Terry Bowman, Don Lee, Jack Stone, Tom
1950 wrestling at San Jose State club out of the picture, the sights Mutat; ’Fred Postal, . and Dick
college enters -id final phase this look brighter for the Washington Buridiart.
week-end when the Spartan mat- Square boys.
RI
sters accept the challenge presented to them in the Pacific Coast stronger than they have ever been
Intercoll2giate events at Berkeley this season and with their impres,
A. meeting of $1.1950 varsity
in the University of California sive display of canvas gripping football candidate* will be held
last week in the 14-14 deadlock In Room 210, Science building,
gym.
Coach Ted Mumby agrees with against Sparta, the giant Bear Thursday, March 16, at 6:45
California’s mentor Henry Stone could overcome the opposing teams p.m., Head Football Coach Bob
that the PCI is the Mr. Big as far and reign as king of the 1950 :CI Bronzan announced yesterday.
the college teams are concerned wrestling tourney.
The meeting will TAist only 30 Each college will be sending one minutes.
and all the representing squads
will_ be delivering their "best" in complete team, which includes a
’total of eight men. In judging the
this week’s events.
winners in the Berkeley festival,
Rating the top seeded spot will, thelirst, second, third, and fourth
SURE - WAY
be a strong Oregon State college
places will be considered in total
squad out of Corvallis, Oregon.
Food Lockers
team points.
This is the same club that defntAlthough Mumby’s boys are..reed the UC beys. Next in -line for garded as one of the upper crust
$$SAVE$$-a crack at the coast title will .be teams in the seeding analysis, the
the defending, champs, Washing- Spartan tutor will be working his
Buy your high
ton Stare, with San Jose State, lads bad( into winning form.
grade qualify
California, and San Diego State
government.
1VIiimby asserts that if the Sparknocking on the trophy case" loek- tanville representatives can perinspected
er.
form on par just above their Far
meat at
Jim-ever, none of the top con- Western championship grabbing
a
savings
tenders are overlooking the po- caliber, the PCI medals and troof
tential strengths of Cal Poly, UC- phy may be placed in. the Men’s
LA, Stanford and San Francisco gym trophy case this coming MonI 5O/0
State. This is one meet in which day morning.
the independent amateur organBut Mumby and the Spartan
izations will be unrepresented. wrestlers remain silent as to their
Come in and discuss your MEAT
With San Francisco’s Olyrivic chances. The smiling coach still
problems with us ...
has that smile, even though a
CV 2-5454
nervous atmosphere hovers over 586 STOCKTON AVE.
the San Jose wrestling scene.
Today:
BaseballSt. -Mary’s at Morap,
3 p.m.’ SJS Frosh at San Jose
high, 3:15 p.m.
SwimmingSt. Mary’s at Moraga, 4 p.m.
Thuriday,.-Marelt_16:.
BaseballCamp PendletotiLMunicipal atrthum, -3 p.m.
SwimmingSJS Frosh vs. Sequoia, here, 4 p.m. ,
"’. _
Friday, March 17:
BasebalIMoffett Field, at Mo
.4-eft, Field, 3:30 p.m. SJS Frosh
at Hartnell, 3:30 p.m.
BnxingPCI trials, Spartan
9Yrn. 8 -11m.
TennisSan Francisco State,
here, 1:30 pin
TrackAnnual inter -class, at
Spartan field, 3:45 p.m.
WrestlingPCI at Berkeley, at
7:30 p.m.

-Initial Gateway Guardian

1

Wrestlers Rate Top
Contender at Berkeley

Football Notice

Sports Schiedule

Save up to 40% on MEAT
Govt. Inspected

BEEF

. . . Forequarters

SPRING FIXIT TIME ALSO MEANS
CAR FIXIT TIME
DO IT NOW!
Get your car in shape for th summer months and
their long list of activities and work. Have your
fender wrinkles smoothed out and painted your
seat covers and panels put in trim your sport
top ready for the warm weather. These jobs, and
all our work, is given to you Spartans with a special CASH DISCOUNT! Come in today and see
"Bill" about your job.

CUSTOM AUTO BODY SHOP
11 S. SAN PEDRO
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plus 5c lb. processing

Special.

HAMBURGER
. . . 10 LB. LOTS . . .

lb.

plus Sc lb. processing

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 No. Fourth

CY 2-8992
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Spartan Pigskinners Prep
For Springtime Football
few prospects coming in from the
By MANNIE ALVES
Opening day for Springtime Frosh club. Brawny senior linemen
football at San Jose State college Ed Miller-Jinr-Wheelan and Elgin
has been set for April 27, when Martin team with juniors Harold
Head Coach Bob Bronzan launch- Bristow and Bill Gallagher at the
tackle posts.
es ’Operation Pigskin.’
Heavy duty guards sweating it
The full scale offensive, in
off _cluring_the__ coming Star’
prepping for the grid wars,slip into high gear on May I. practice will be Dick Bondelie,
Although the Spartans have Carl DeSalvo, Dick Harding,
withdrawn from the California George Reeves, Al Wiemers and
Collegiate Athletic Association, Bruce Halladay.
At present it looks like Keith
effective in June, they will conKline to abide by the prescribed:- Carpenter and Bob Hitchcock
conference training rules, which Shapping the ball beck from cendietete the customary
A stickler for the - San Jose
preliminary grind.
While most Bay area schools coaching staff is the kicking’dc-4
are either beaming with pride or partmekt. A good ’toe’ is needed,
saddened with their grid- candi- somebody of the Joe Vetrano type.
_
eremite w
dates7-Bronsan
not-turee-th
complete football picture until will fr batiting for varsity
mid-April, due to our later regis- berths include Clarence Orr,
an 185-pounder tackle slated to
tration.
About 120 gridders are expected wind up as a converted end,
to turn out for the 1950 season Vern Winrath, Dick Madams,
practice session, according to and Stan M’arholz, who is In
newly named grid mentor Bron- line to heap bolster the back-ran. Present committilients and fieki.
Pros Assist Staff
sign-ups indicate that most of the
Assisting -Head Coach _Bronzan
candidatea who will start the
training ’ routine are Southern on the line will be former Spartan. Bill Perry, who quarterCalifornia aspirants.
Backboning the ’50 Golden backed the 1947 Washington
Raiders’ will be veterans who Square squad. Perry coached the
maneuvered last’ years team to Campbell Union High school
an 8-4 record against some formidable fees. Seventeen Spartans
were lost to the cause through
graduation.
Hope* High en Menges
The Gold and White’s fortunTe WIFITilitge-Iteatily on the
pitching arm of quarterback
Gene
Menges.
Anaheim’s
Sttnizin’ Sam. Dean Semen=
haliKh and junior Max Houlihan round out the present trio
of signal callers.
Veteran squad backs, who will
carry the brunt of the running
attack, are speedy Al Cementina,
Archie Chagonjian, D. Dambacher
ind Mary Johnson. Harold Huxley,
Mendosa. who will probabl9
draw the ’toe’ assignments; John
Steele and shifty speedster’ Buddy
q‘raina are slated [Or heavy duty in
I he :ball carryiwg depatiineht.
- One of the toughest blows to
the coaching staff was the loss ’of
207-pound mass of dynamite
Ernie ’Jordan tabbed as a cinch
In one of the starting halfback
positions. Jordan .was recently
signed into the baseball ranks by
the Brooklyn Dodgers and is now
in -Spring training.
- - ’ Hard charging Harry Beck and
Max Coley will draw the plunging
fullback chores. Massive Bob
Farmer, who was to bolster at
full, ’has withdrawn from school,
thus weakening the position which(
Is sorely in need of reinforcements-- .
Oa__ the receiving end of the
passing atick will be fleet -footed
Billy Wilson, George Persha and
Ray Poznekoff, the mainstays in
the pass snagging job. Wilson was
on the recent draft call of the San
Francisco Forty-Niners but _still
has a year of eligibility for college- halt New Line Coach Problem
Newly appointed line coach Bill
Perry will have the bogey of then
all,""teadying the forward wall,Depth is his big problem with

teams for the past two years.
Forty-Niner Gait Bruce is the
third _member of the staff and
will assist as end coach. Former
linebacker Bob Pifferini, now -a
pro-footballer with the Detroit
Lions, will aid Perry on the, line.
Operating as ,iltt independent_
for the first time since 1939,
the Spartan faces some forntidable fees. an Jose again plays
Its lid-lifter against Stanford
-at the Farm.
The complete schedure is as
follows with the open date. of
-te
later:
Sept. 23. Stenford at Palo Alto.
Sept. 29. Son Diego at Spartan
Stadium.
- Oct: 7. Saortrehrra-ar
Stadium. , ,
Oct. 13. Loyola at Spartan
Stadium.
Oct. 20. USF at Kezar Stadium, San Francisco.
Oct. 28. Pepperdine at Los Angeles.
-Fresno at S p-e-r-t a n
Stadium:
Nov. 10. St. Mary’s at S rtan
Stadium.
Nov. 18. College of Pacific at
Stockton.
Nov. 24. Open.
Dec. 15. Hawaii at Henolulu.

Soph-Frosh Basketball Action
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Spartan Cifidermen Perform Friday;
Winter Expects Keen Competition
San Jose .State college’s ’menial
in er-c ass rack andle get-totether will swing into high gear
Friday afternoon at 3:45 on the
S p art a n cinciertrark adjoining
Spartan_Stadium.
_
Five fraternity and sorority
backed units, composed of both
varsity and novice tracksters, will
compete for team and individual
honors. These squads are under
the able tutelage of Woody Linn,
Stu Inman, Fred Mangini, John
Shehtanian and Jack Passey.
According to track coach,
Bud Winter, this year’s competitors should set an all -t
high
In spirit and ability. Practically
every event OR the program
could develop into a Si ide open
battle for first or second place
honors.
With sueh men as George Nickle, Clarence Duncan and Chuck
Poguie entered, the discus shapes
up as the outstandingevent of
the-meet. Nichle has-aiready exceeaed 150 ft. this season, and
the other men are close .1Nhind.
Starting with the mile run, with
Dore Purdy and Frank Johnson
competing, the inter-class will
feature 16 events, including the
440 and 880 yd. relays. Purdy
andJohnsonare- bothf ine
, lance men and this long grir.d
I could easily be the highlight of
the day.
1 In the 440-yd. sprint, Don Davis,
Ruben Derrick. Bob Nicolai, Laverne Hall and Bob Herrick are
; outstanding,’ and the 880-yd. run
boasts- Dan Sawyer and Derrick
in a dual battle.
The sprints, 100 and 220-yds.,
will feature LaVerne Hall and
Archie ChagonJian with Don
Davis a dark horse. Bobby
Crowe, and former Spartan
sprint star, Billy Smith, might
be in condition to compete in
these events, giving the dashes
five fine men, anyone of whom
could triumph.
Dore Purdy returns to action
in the two-mile grind. Figuring
to be right on his heels is Bob
Weber, giving this lengthy dig,
tance event two good men who
could race to the wire.
Jack Passey and Marsh Prin.

die will vie In the high hurdles
and.Dave -Marriott and Jim Gillespie in ’the lows. The high jump
will bring forth Mel Martin, Dick
Welles, a freshman performer,
and Brenton-Anderson.____, .
George Mattes looks like a
cinch in the pole vault, but a
great battle for second is forseen between Bill Volkert and
Lloyd Hamilton. The broad
Jump will bring together Bolt
Maim and Dick Forteir the
-Jsmiltn;-,--Boyd--Forch and- Lyng
Greene, and the shot put, Mekle and Dave Porter.
The novice groups are: Group
Donn Hoefler, Dick Doug1
las, Bruce Burnham, Mario Vazauer, Bill Head, Don Henrichsin, Joe Genovese and Harry
Carl HarriFromm. Group 2
son, Hubert Vargas, Dick Whitse, Tom Orr, Norm Bottelo, Bill
Wetmore, Tom Keane and Dick
Wel ers7Group 3 -- Dick TMerne,
W-.---Mahan,- Leon eapitola,--JimSimpson, Jack Jensen, Bob Murphy, N. Anderson find Jack BeaDon Busselle,
ver. Group 4
Bruce Swinfore, Dick Villafuerte,
Carl Moore. Don Engelman, Chuck
Sedwick, John Vilez and John Alsup. Group 5 - Bill Wetmore,
_Bob Norris, Herb Bonds, Chuck
Slater, Bob Nesbett, Al Weber,
Ken Kepler. Carl Fridden and
ernon Windrath.

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!
$145.00
TAKES ANY OF THESE!
’37
’37
’37
’36
’36
’37

FORD Sedan
PACKARD 6 Sedan
DE SOTO 6 Sedan
PLYMOUTH Sedan
DODGE Sedan
WILLYS Sedan

C tiike44
WILLYS
38 S. 4th

CY 5-1105
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The San. Jose State freshman
baseball team romped to an easy
10-3 victory over San Jose Tech
Systerday, with’ the ,Spartababes
netting 10 runs on 13 hits.
The Tech team gained its three
tuns from five hits.
Winning pitcher Mannie Feiguson garnered three hits for three
trips to the plate, and Ernie King
hit two for two, one a homer.

5he le. Sky,
Special Prices for Croup Corsage
Orders
--FREE DELIVERYNits CL 1-4293
-n*4a CV 4-7W
402 S. FIRST ST

MARCH 31

MARCH 26

Freshinen Defeat
San Jose Tech, 10.-3

SPECIAL SKI WEEK
The above basketball action occurred In the sophomore-freshman
game played last Tuesday In the Spartan gym as a part of the traditional mixer. The sophp won the game and Ivent on to win the
mixer.

SKI

EQUIPMENT
FOR. RENT
AND FOR SALE!

SKIS AND POLES
SKI BOOTS
Men’s and Women’s
All Sizes
SKI CARRIER FOR YOUR CAR

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
San Fernando

Between 3rd and 4th

ON DONNER SUMMIT
Five Full Days at Kiski Lodge - $40.00
Sunday night dinner through Friday morning breakfast
and overnight accommodations from Sunday night through
Thursday night. Daily lunches not included.

At Donner Ski Ranch
f.,

Unlimited use of ski lifts and a daily ski school lesson
Monday through Friday.

‘.

7

Make reservatibns through Kiski Lodge, Norden, Calif.,
$5.00 per person deposit required.
A WONDERFUL SPOT FOR A WONDERFUL TIME

8
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Sorority Elects
New President
Katharine. Fuller, sophomore
music major, was installed as president of Mu Phi Epsilon, professional muille sorority, during
formal eeretnony held Sunday..
The gavel of office was presented to Miss Fuller by the out -going
president Virginia Weimers, according to Publicity Chairman
Meg Seno.
The new president was also
chosen as business representative
of the local chapter and will attend the national Mu Phi Epsilon.
convention in Seattle, Wash., in
June.
Miss Fuller is 18 years old. She
won California state musical recognition as a student at. Campbell
Union high school, and was awarded the Mu Phi Epsilon scholarship
award as a freshman at San Jose
State. . She is a flute major, and
is first flutist in the college symphony orchestra end symphonic
band.

Radio Guild Presents
"How the Giraffe Got its Long
Neck" will be the presentation by
lb radio guild over Radid KEEN
tomorrow at 10 a.m. This is an
original story about George, the
giraffe.

Choral Ensemble
To Hold Concert
Friday Evening

The picture of the month, Now
to be seen in the Reserve Book
zoom, is the work of Pat Anthony,
The college choral ensemble, junior art major from San Jose.
stader the direction of Kenneth
The water-color painting is
Hartzler, music faculty member, titled. It shows a street scene,
will present a program of light and the use of light, color, and
and semi -classical music Friday design is notable. The overall effect is peaceful and sleepy, typical
evening at 8:15 o’clock in the Mgr- of a small
town inthe early afterris Dailey auditorium.
noon.
The ensemble will be assisted by
The artist, Pat Anthony, was
the student string quartet which born in Monterey, but ber home is
is headed by Warren van Bronk- San Jose, She attended Abraham
Lincoln high school, and after
horst.
coming to State, she joined Alpha
sorority, and became
The program Will include: "Ma- Omicron
dame Jeannette" by Murray; "Ro- a member of Delta Phi Delta, natrona! hbhbrary art fraternity.
mance" (from "The Desert Song")
_
Other works on display in the
by Romberg and MacLean; "Russian Cavalry" arranged by House; Library are a block printed cloth
by Norma Doane; tooled leather
"Hymn to Music" by Buck; "Quar- and wood bookends by Gertrude
tet in G Major, K. 387" by Abbott; a tooled leather purse by
Mozart, played by the student Walter Kick; a crystalline glazed
string quartet; "Set Down Ser- vase by Edna Berggren: and a
vant" arranged by Shaw; "Wade plaster of paris sculpture by Marie
in de Water" arranged by How- Gosselin.
orth; *Holy Lord" (Latvian) by
Wilitol and Bortnyansky; "Battle
Hymn Of the Republic"- by Hotee:
Steffe, and Ringwald with trumpW. W. Baustian, project engiet, flute and piano accomPanineer for the new telescope at the
ment.
Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton, will address members of the
Society of Professional Engineers
at their monthly meeting. The
group will meet March 21, 8 p.m.
PERSONAL
in Room 210, according to Dr.
Typing: Accurately, reasonably. Ralph Smith, head of the engiResearch papers, thesis.
Mrs. neering department and president
Lewis, CY -3.0145, 351 S. Fourth of the group. Baustian will discuss the engineering problems
street, half block from campus.
that confronted him in the erecTerm papers typed. Rapid, ac- tion of the new Lick telescope.
curate. $1.25 an hour, 20 years
experience. 28 S. 13th street, call
Dr. Smith said that all interCY 3-0738.
ested students. are invited.

Engineers Meet

I

Classified Advertising
FOR RENT

Room for two boys with a
kitchen. $25. 96 S. Sixth street.
Homeless? Girls- See fufælshed
rooms with kitchen privileges at
544 S. Seventh street.
Large comfortable room for
men. Single or double. 406 S. 11th
Street.
.Modern housekeeping room for
two adults. Private bath and entrance. Private home one block
from bus, five blocks from college.
Reasonable, must see to appreciate. 448 N. Second street, call
CY 5-7904.
Close
iltoom nal ,prtente
Ito school. Call CV ’5-3225.
oz
14unny *front "room, single
double, refined girls. All housekeeping .privileges. S25 a month.
Inquire 170 S. 15th street, call
CY 3-1440.
Vacancy for two men to share
room. Ideal for study. $15 each.
Furnace heat. 360 S. Ninth street.
Rooms for girls with kitchen
privileges. $22.50 a month. 103 S.
11th street, call CY 5-9932.
Lovely rooups with home privileges. Nice district. $23 a month. ,
201 S. 13th street.
Reservations are now being
.taken for residents at Pratt hall,
Girl’s dormitory, for the spring
quarter. Board and room for the
quarter $135 14 meals per week). ;
For further information, contact
Mrs. Pritchard, office of the Dean
of Women.
Room and board. Four men, two ’
to room, twin beds, adjoining
baths, and meals everyday. 750 S.
Eighth street, call CY 2-4737.
Room and board for college
boys, -four vacancies. Eleven meals
a week, also board only. 380 S.
Ninth street, call CY 3-9942.
-

av

FOR SALE
1939 (hey. coupe, good condition, sharp, radio. $389.12. Call at
426 S. Seventh street, or CY
3-1938‘.’
Drafting table and cludr, like
new, cost $75, will sell for $40.
Power table wood saw, used three
months. Cost $390, will sell at
$250. See Brehm Bros. garage in
office.
French Lhiguaphone set and
record player.
Like new. $50
complete, or will sell separately.
J. Gibeson, CY 3-3832.
0145-1PF THE FINEST ART
,
ADEPARTMDITS IN THE BAY AREA

,,

-of

Parr* WALLPAPIA
ill South Samoa Stood

Pat Anthony
Displays Art

Dr. Vessel Heads
Audubon- Tours

Announcements

Fresh Council: Meet at 3:30
Dr. M. F. Vessel, associate prop.m. tomorrow in Room 1/6.
fessor of nature study at San Jose
State college, has ben appointed
Death Valley Trip: Group 16
chairman of the 1950-51 Audubon
meets at 8 O’clock tomorrow eveScreen Tours. Wilbur F. Luick ot
ning in 863. Call CY 2-5774 if
the college Speech department
yon cannot attend.
faculty has been named assistant’
Alpha Gamma: Sign list on bul- chairman. The tours are sponsored jointly by the Natural Sciletin board for dinner.
ence department of the college
Student Y Party: Barbecue will and the_Santa Clara County Audube head at Alum Rock park today. bon society.
Meet at 6 p.m. in front of Y
The 1950-51 series of Screen
lounge for transportation arrangements. Everyone is urged to bring Tours will be the fourth to be
presented in San Jose. Arrangehis own lunch.
ments are being made to have the
Torch and Sword: Meet at 7:30 programs presented both in the
o’clock tonight in B63. Call CY afternoon and evening.
3-3471 if unable to attend.
WAA
today.

Bowling:

Do

ANDREE’S

meet

not

Driven,’ Restaurant

--Octqp,_tional Therapy C I u b:
Meet at -7-30o’cloeicnruxigtkt in
B72 for craft demonstration.
Eta Epsilon: Meet at 7:30
o’clock tonight in H2. Council
meets at 7 o’clock.
Newman Club: Meet at 7:30
o’clock tonight in Newman hall.
All are welcomed.
"Spee
Sludeitts
asked to make an appointment
in Speech office before Monday,
March 20, for interview with Mr.
Wallace Murray are: Doris Hubbard, John P. Juhl, Patricia Kelly, Scott McAlister, James P. Mc Nicholas, George Persha. Carolyn
Raine, Heath Wagener, Robert N.
Weeden, Jack C. Williamson.

(Aeons F10111 CIVIC Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
Try Our Famous
Bar-II-Cued Spar* Ribs
ilipt
with Special Sauce .... .
Home -Made Chili with
30
Fresh Ground leef .......
French Fried
850
Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Home-Mad Apple Dwmplimp-250
with hot rum Sauce

250

Deep Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 am. ’tilt roan.
Fri -Sat, till 3 crn.Car San.ica

AUTO -PARKING
SPECIAL PASSING RATES FOR ALL SPARTAN STIVENTS
(MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN)

34 NORTH THIRD STREET

Here’s the best and most beautiful car
at lowest cost

Th Styleline De luxe 4 -Door Sedan

FIRST...and Finest...at Lowest Cost!
Chevrolet is

the only car that brings you these outstanding features
NEW
at lowest prices . . . NEW STYLE -STAR BODIES BY FISHER
CURVED
TWO-TONE FISHER INTERIORS CENTER -POINT STEERING
WINDSHIELD with PANORAMIC VISIBILITY LONGEST, HEAVIEST LOWCERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES with Dubl-Life rivet PRICED CAR
EXTRA -ECONOMICAL TO OWNOPERATEMAINTAIN,
less linings

POWE

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Combimation of Powerghde I ransmtolon and 105-li.p.
,engine i.ophoaal on be Lute models at CXI/14 cat!.

This car alone provides the. trim and
tailored beauty of Body by Fisher, et
lowest cost! This car alone offers a choice
of the finest in automatic or standard
drives, at lowest cost! This car alone gives
all the advantages of Valve-in-Head Engine
performanceincluding the most

engine

powerful

in its fieldat lowest cost!

And so it goes through every phase of
motor car value; for only Chevrolet offers

so

many features of highest-priced auto-

at the lowest prices!
Come in and see the Chevrolet for ’50
first and finest at lowest cost!
mobiles

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Conveniently listed ender "Automobiles" in your local chttailled telephone directory

